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Responsive Theming for Drupal: Making Your Site Look Good on Any DeviceO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you want your Drupal website to work well on smartphones, tablets, and desktops, this practical guide shows you how to incorporate Responsive Web Design (RWD) with specific Drupal 7 themes. You’ll learn how to create attractive, easy-to-navigate layouts for everything from tiny phone screens to 30-inch desktop...
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Smashing WordPress: Beyond the BlogJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The ultimate guide to using WordPress to make your life easier


	WordPress guru Thord Daniel Hedengren takes you beyond the blog to give you the tools and know-how needed to build just about anything in WordPress. You’ll discover how to use WordPress as a CMS to power fully-fledged websites, photo galleries, forums,...
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iPhone Design Award-Winning Projects (The Definitive Guide)Apress, 2010
This book profiles developers who have received the prestigious Apple Design Award for iPhone app excellence. You’ll learn all about what makes these apps truly standout, including explanations of great user interface design and implementation, as well as the code under the hood that makes these the most responsive, intuitive, useful, and...
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Science Fiction: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2011

	Frankenstein, The Time Machine, Star Trek, Dune, 1984, Blade Runner--science fiction has been explained as a combination of romance, science, and prophecy; as a genre based on an imagined alternative to the reader's environment; and as a form of fantastic fiction and historical literature. It has also been argued that science...
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Pro React 16Apress, 2019

	
		Use the enormously popular React framework to build dynamic JavaScript applications that take advantage of the capabilities of modern browsers and devices. You will learn how React brings the power of strong architecture and responsive data to the client, providing the foundation for complex and rich user interfaces.

	...
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Beginning HTML5 and CSS3 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Your full-color, friendly guide to getting started with HTML5 and CSS3!


	HTML and CSS are essential tools for creating dynamic websites and help make your websites even more effective and unique. This friendly-but-straightforward guide gets you started with the basics of the latest versions of HTML and CSS: HTML5 and CSS3....
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Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java TechnologyApress, 2012

	In Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java Technology, Jim Weaver, Weiqi Gao, Stephen Chin, Dean Iverson, and Johan Vos show you how you can use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications. You'll see how JavaFX provides a powerful Java-based UI platform capable...
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Metro Revealed: Building Windows 8 apps with XAML and C#Apress, 2012

	Metro apps are an important addition to Microsoft Windows 8, providing the cornerstone for a single, consistent programming and interaction model across desktops, tablets, and smartphones. The Metro app user experience is very different from previous generations of Windows applications: Metro-style apps are full-screen and favor a usability...
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AndEngine for Android Game Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 70 highly effective recipes with real-world examples to get to grips with the powerful capabilities of AndEngine and GLES 2


	Overview

	
		Step by step detailed instructions and information on a number of AndEngine functions, including illustrations and diagrams for added support and results.
	...
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Adobe Edge Animate: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Want to create animated graphics for iPhone, iPad, and the Web, using familiar Adobe features? You’ve come to the right book. Adobe Edge Animate: The Missing Manual shows you how to build HTML5 graphics with Adobe visual tools. No programming experience? No problem. Adobe Edge Animate writes all of the code for you. With this...
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Modern Python Standard Library Cookbook: Over 100 recipes to fully leverage the features of the standard library in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build optimized applications in Python by smartly implementing the standard library

	
		Key Features

		
			Strategic recipes for effective application development in Python
	
			Techniques to create GUIs and implement security through cryptography
	
			Best practices for...
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Patient Safety First: Responsive Regulation in Health CareAllen & Unwin, 2010

	This title presents a much needed systematic analysis of the current issues, challenges, and outcomes surrounding patient safety in health care. It features dedicated mailing and e-mail campaign to healthcare related media & organisations. Each year more people die in health care accidents than in road accidents. Increasingly complex...
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